
P-Type
Screen Type Accumulator

●１１ 

　Screen type can be applied to G series and T series. Screen type has a plate with many small holes to allow fluid to 
pass through, in lieu of a poppet valve placed at the oil port. Max allowable precharge pressure is 0.75MPaG and the 
bladder of this type is free from damage due to a poppet even if the fluid pressure will be under the precharge pressure 
or be same to atmosphere pressure. This type is widely used for surge pressure damping in a water pipeline at low-
pressure use or in pipelines in petrochemical industries, etc.

Screen type in General series

■Model symbols :
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Dimensions

Model

75
Standard unit comes with a 
bushing Rc3/4 connection. 
As to a flange connection, 
refer to page 16.

Bushing 
height 10

 (Ref. to page 8)

118　
64107

39191.2

3.0

G30－1P
120.0577112.4－2.5P
168.3474183.7－4P

536204.7－5P

700
Connection is 

OPF-S.
 (Ref. page 16)

232　
108

89

6495911.3G30－10P
9227620.1－20P

143311136.5－30P
194114352.4－50P
230716764.0－60P

110

6626010.9T30－10P
9357719.7－20P

144611236.1－30P
195414452.1－50P
232016862.6－60P

355.6
136416279.0T30－80P
1968234127.0－120P
2666316183.0－180P

◎ Max flow rate is calculated under the situation where the pressure difference between the accumulator and 
the pipe line is 1.18MPa.

◎ Max flow rate is designed in the case where the fluid material is mineral oil VG46 at 28℃.

G 30 － 10 P － 20 －　

Rubber
Materials

P-Screen type
Nominal gas volume of the accumlator (� )

Series
If the Twin Open Series is required, indicate “T”.

�
�
�
�
�

10. (NBR) Low Temperature
20. (NBR) Mineral Oil
30. (CHC) Aromatic Material
40. (IIR) Phosphate Ester
28. (FKM) Chemical Material

�For a bushing connection, specify Rc diameter.
�For a flange connection, specify the standard and 

nominal diameter of it.

Max working pressure (3.0 MPa)
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